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We prove that the ring of polynomials in one indeterminate over a nil ring
cannot be homomorphically mapped onto a ring containing a nonzero idempotent.
This result can be regarded as an approximation of a positive solution of Ko¨the’s
problem. © 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ko¨the’s problem [11] (is the sum of two nil left ideals nil?) is an
outstanding remaining open problem in the basic ring theory (see [21] for
a discussion of the problem). It stimulated many studies which in particu-
lar led to a positive solution of the problem in some classes of rings. The
problem has, for instance, a positive solution for rings which either are
right Noetherian or satisfy a polynomial identity. Both these results follow
1 Supported by KBN grant 2 PO3A 039 14 and National Cheng-Kung University, Tainan,
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from the fact that for such rings the nil and locally nilpotent radicals coin-
cide [7, 20] (see also [5] for some further results in this vein). For some
time it was expected that it might be true that all nil rings are locally nilpo-
tent. Golod’s famous example [10] showed that this was not the case. In [1]
Amitsur proved that the Jacobson radical of ﬁnitely generated algebras
over uncountable ﬁelds is nil. As a consequence he got a positive solution
of Ko¨the’s problem for algebras over uncountable ﬁelds. Amitsur asked
whether generally the Jacobson radical of all ﬁnitely generated algebras is
nil. A negative solution of this problem was given in [3].
In [12] Krempa found several equivalent formulations of Ko¨the’s prob-
lem. In particular he proved that the problem has a positive solution if and
only if the polynomial ring Rx in an indeterminate x over a nil ring R is
Jacobson radical. In that context Amitsur and Krempa [2, 12] asked whether
for every nil ring R, Rx is nil. One can check that it is so for algebras over
uncountable ﬁelds [13]. Recently Smoktunowicz [22] constructed an exam-
ple showing that the Amitsur–Krempa problem has a negative solution.
The above quoted results show that some natural questions which are
stronger than Ko¨the’s problem have negative solutions. Hence these results
can be regarded as some approximations of a negative solution of the prob-
lem. In [19] it was proved that for every nil ring R, Rx is Brown–McCoy
radical (some extensions of this result were obtained in [18] and [6]). Recall
that a ring is Brown–McCoy radical if and only if it cannot be homomor-
phically mapped onto a ring with unity or, equivalently, onto a simple ring
with unity. Obviously every Jacobson radical ring is Brown–McCoy radi-
cal. Hence this result represents a kind of an approximation of a positive
solution of Ko¨the’s problem. In this paper we improve this approximation,
getting that for every nil ring R, Rx cannot be homomorphically mapped
onto a ring with a nonzero idempotent. This answers positively Question
1(b) of [19]. However, it is still unknown whether the answer to Ques-
tion 1(a) of [19] is also positive, i.e., whether for every nil ring R the ring
Rx1     xn of polynomials in commuting indeterminates x1     xn is
Brown–McCoy radical. If this were so, then the results of this paper could
be adapted to get that then also Rx1     xn cannot be homomorphi-
cally mapped onto a ring with a nonzero idempotent. We also do not know
whether for every nil ring R
(1) Rx cannot be homomorphically mapped onto a simple primitive
ring.
(2) Rx is not primitive.
Recall that a ring which cannot be homomorphically mapped onto a ring
with a nonzero idempotent or, equivalently, onto a subdirectly irreducible
ring whose heart contains a nonzero idempotent is called Behrens radical.
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Throughout the paper all rings are associative. Given a ring R, R#
denotes the ring R with unity adjoined and Rx1     xn denotes the ring
of polynomials in commuting indeterminates x1     xn over R.
2. ON THE SYMMETRIC MARTINDALE RING OF
QUOTIENTS OF SOME RING EXTENSIONS
In this section we obtain several auxiliary results on symmetric Martindale
rings of quotients, which will be applied in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Instead one probably could develop and apply some of Ferrero’s ideas
of [8, 9].
Given a prime ring R we shall denote by QsR the symmetric Martindale
ring of quotients of R. To follow the arguments applied in the paper one
need not know the deﬁnition of QsR but only the following of its prop-
erties. (For more details concerning the symmetric Martindale ring of quo-
tients we refer the reader to [4] or [15]).
(A) R is a subring of QsR, and for every nonzero ideal I of R,
QsI = QsR (subject to natural identiﬁcations).
(B) For every q ∈ QsR there exists a nonzero ideal I of R such
that qI ∪ Iq ⊆ R. If qI = 0 or Iq = 0, then q = 0.
(C) Suppose that I J are nonzero ideals of R, f 	 I → R is a homo-
morphism of right R-modules, and g	 J → R is a homomorphism of left
R-modules such that jf i = jgi for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J (homomorphisms
of right (resp. left) R-modules are applied on the left (resp. right) of their
arguments). Then there exists a unique q ∈ QsR such that qi = f i and
jq = jg for all for i ∈ I and j ∈ J.
(D) The center CR of QsR is a ﬁeld called the extended centroid
(or Martindale centroid) of R. Moreover,
CR = q ∈ QsR  qr = rq for all r ∈ R
(E) If c ∈ CR and I is an ideal of R such that cI ⊆ R, then
f 	 I → R deﬁned by f i = ci is a homomorphism of R-R-bimodules.
Conversely, for every ideal I of R and every homomorphism f 	 I → R of
R-R-bimodules there exists c ∈ CR such that ci = f i for i ∈ I. This in
particular implies that if R is a simple ring, then CR can be identiﬁed
with the centroid of R.
(F) The extended centroid CMnR of the ring MnR of n × n-
matrices over R can be identiﬁed in a natural way with CR.
(G) If r0     rn ∈ R are linearly independent over CR, then
there exist elements a1 b1     am bm ∈ R such that
∑m
i=1air0bi = 0 and∑m
i=1airjbi = 0 for j = 0.
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Let A be a ring with unity. Given a subring B of A and a subset X of
central elements of A, we denote by BX the subring of A generated by
all elements of the form bm, where b ∈ B and m belongs to the submonoid
X of the multiplicative monoid of A generated by X.
In this section T is a prime ring with unity, R is a subring of T , and X
is a subset of central elements of T such that T = RX. We set M = X.
Note that for every subring B of T , BX = BM.
Clearly for every nonzero ideal I of R, IX is a nonzero ideal of T . This
in particular implies that R is a prime ring.
Proposition 2.1. There is a ring monomorphism φ	 QsR → QsT 
such that for every r ∈ R, φr = r. Moreover, φCR ⊆ CT .
Proof. By (B) for every q ∈ QsR there exists a nonzero ideal I of R
such that qI ∪ Iq ⊆ R. Clearly IM is an ideal of the ring T . Deﬁne
fq	 IM → T by the rule
fq
( ∑
m∈M
imm
)
= ∑
m∈M
qimm for all
∑
m∈M imm ∈ IM
We claim that fq is well deﬁned. Indeed, let
∑
m∈M imm = 0. Set z =∑
m∈Mqimm. Given a ∈ I, we have
az = ∑
m∈M
aqimm =
∑
m∈M
aqimm = aq
∑
m∈M
imm = 0
and so Iz = 0. It follows that IMz = 0. However, IM is a nonzero ideal
of the prime ring T , so z = 0. This proves the claim. Clearly fq is a homo-
morphism of right T -modules. Similarly one checks that gq	 IM → T
given by( ∑
m∈M
imm
)
gq =
∑
m∈M
imqm for all
∑
m∈M
imm ∈ IM
is a well-deﬁned homomorphism of left T -modules. One can also easily
check that for all a b ∈ IM, afqb = agqb. Applying (C) we get that
there exists λq ∈ QsT  such that fqa = λqa and agq = aλq for all
a ∈ IM.
Deﬁne φ	 QsR → QsT  by φq = λq, q ∈ QsR. One can readily
check that φ is a ring homomorphism.
If q ∈ kerφ, then 0 = fqIM = qIM, where I is a nonzero ideal
of R with qI ∪ Iq ⊆ R. This implies that qI = 0. Thus q = 0 by (B).
Consequently φ is a monomorphism.
Next if r ∈ R, then one can take I = R. Then IM = T and for every
t ∈ T , φrt = λrt = frt = rt. Hence r − φrT = 0 and (B) implies
that r = φr.
Finally the equality T = RX forces φct = tφc for all c ∈ CR,
t ∈ T and so (D) implies that φCR ⊆ CT .
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In view of Proposition 2.1, throughout the rest of the paper we shall
identify QsR with the image φQsR ⊆ QsT  via φ. Note that under
this identiﬁcation CR ⊆ CT .
We say that a subring B of a ring A is essential in A if for every nonzero
ideal I of A, B ∩ I = 0.
Proposition 2.2. If R is an essential subring of T , then CT  =
CRM, and if the set X is ﬁnite, then CR ⊆ CT  is a ﬁnite ﬁeld
extension.
Proof. Clearly CRM ⊆ CT . By (B) for every 0 = c ∈ CT 
there is a nonzero ideal I in T such that Ic ⊆ T . However, R is essen-
tial in T , so I ∩ R = 0. Hence there is 0 = r ∈ R such that rc ∈ T =
RM ⊆ RCRM. Consequently there are ri ∈ R and αi ∈ CRM
such that rc = ∑ni=0 riαi. We may assume without loss of generality that
elements r0 r1     rn are linearly independent over CR. By (G) there
exist elements a0 b0     am bm ∈ R such that d =
∑m
i=0 air0bi = 0
and
∑m
i=0 airjbi = 0 for all j = 1 2     n. Setting h =
∑m
i=0 airbi we
see that hc = ∑mi=0 aircbi = ∑mi=0 air0biα0 = dα0. Therefore hcα−10 =
d ∈ R and RhRcα−10  = RdR ⊆ R, where α−10 is the inverse of α0
in CT . We see that cα−10 induces an R-R-bimodule homomorphism
RhR→ RdR, whence there exists α ∈ CR such that zcα−10  = zα for all
z ∈ RhR. Hence RhRcα−10 − α = 0, and applying (B), we conclude that
c = αα0 ∈ CRM. Thus CT  = CRM.
Now CT  = CRM = CRX. Hence if X is ﬁnite, Hilbert’s
Nullstellensatz implies that CT  is a ﬁnite extension of CR.
Proposition 2.3. If T is subdirectly irreducible with the heart H, then
H = JX for an ideal J of R and R is an essential subring of T .
Proof. Clearly T = RX ⊆ RCRX ⊆ CT R, so every element
z ∈ T can be written in the form z = ∑nj=0 αjrj , where αj ∈ CT  and
rj ∈ R for all j = 0 1     n. We may assume without loss of general-
ity that r0 r1     rn are linearly independent over CR. Pick a nonzero
element z ∈ H with minimal possible n. Clearly all rj = 0 = αj . Assume
that n ≥ 1. By (G) there exist elements a0 b0     am bm ∈ R such that
d = ∑mi=0 air0bi = 0 and ∑mi=0 airjbi = 0 for all j = 1 2     n. There-
fore
∑m
i=0 aizbi = α0d ∈ H with d = 0 = α0, a contradiction. Consequently
n = 0. Let J = Rr0R. Then α0J = Rα0r0R ⊆ H and so J ⊆ α−10 H. Obvi-
ously H is a simple ring. Hence by (A) and (E), α−10 H = H. Consequently
JX ⊆ H. Clearly JX is an ideal of T , so JX = H.
If I is a nonzero ideal of T , then H ⊆ I. Hence 0 = J ⊆ I ∩ R. This
implies that R is an essential subring of T .
Proposition 2.4. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.3 the ring
JCR is simple and JCR⊗CRCT  is isomorphic to H.
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Proof. Applying Proposition 2.2, Proposition 2.3, and (E), we get that
JCR ⊆ JCT  = JCRX = HCR = H. Deﬁne γ	 JCR ⊗CR ×
CT  → H by(∑
ri ⊗ ci
)γ
=∑ rici ri ∈ JCR ci ∈ CT 
Clearly γ is a homomorphism of rings. Suppose that kerγ = 0. Then
applying (G), it is not difﬁcult to see that it contains a nonzero element
of the form r ⊗ c, r ∈ JCR, c ∈ C, which is impossible (see also [4,
Theorem 2.3.5]). Therefore γ is an isomorphism of rings. Recalling that H
is a simple ring, we now see that JCR is a simple ring as well.
3. MAIN RESULTS
Proposition 3.1. A ring is Behrens radical if and only if every left ideal
of the ring is Brown–McCoy radical.
Proof. If a ring A contains a nonzero idempotent, then r → er is a
homomorphism of Ae onto eAe and eAe is a ring with unity e. This easily
implies that if every left ideal of a ring is Brown–McCoy radical, then the
ring is Behrens radical.
Suppose now that a left ideal L of a ring A is not Brown–McCoy radical.
Therefore L contains an ideal I such that L/I is a simple ring with unity.
Let J be an ideal of A maximal with respect to J ∩ L ⊆ I. We shall prove
that A/J contains a nonzero idempotent. Without loss of generality we can
assume that J = 0, so for every nonzero ideal K of A, K ∩ L ⊆ I. This
and the fact that L/I is a prime ring easily imply that A is also a prime
ring. Obviously LIA is an ideal of A, so if LIA = 0, then LIA ∩ L ⊆ I.
However, L/I is a simple ring, so LIA ∩ L + I = L. Consequently
L2 ⊆ LIA ∩ L2 + I ⊆ LIAL + I ⊆ I. This is impossible because L/I
is a ring with unity. Therefore LIA = 0, and since A is prime, LI = 0. In
particular, I2 = 0. Hence the identity of L/I lifts to an idempotent of A
and we are done.
Given a ring R and a natural number n, we shall denote by MnR the
ring of n× n-matrices over R.
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a ring and let n be a positive integer. Suppose
that for every natural number m and arbitrary left ideal L of MmA, the
ring Lx1     xn is Brown–McCoy radical. Then Ax1     xn is Behrens
radical.
Proof. If Ax1     xn is not Behrens radical, then it contains an
ideal I such that Ax1     xn/I is a subdirectly irreducible ring and its
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heart H contains a nonzero idempotent. Note that I is a prime ideal of
Ax1     xn, so I is an ideal of A#x1     xn. Let P be an ideal of
A#x1     xn maximal with respect to Ax1     xn ∩ P = I. Obviously
T = A#x1     xn/P is a subdirectly irreducible ring, and we can assume
that H is its heart. Let R = A# + P/P , A = A + P/P , and X =
x1 + P     xn + P. Then T = RX. By Proposition 2.3 we obtain that
H = JX for an ideal J of A. It follows from Proposition 2.4 that the ring
JCR⊗CRCT  contains a nonzero idempotent. By Propositions 2.2
and 2.3 the extension CR ⊆ CT  is ﬁnite, so JCR⊗CRCT 
can be embedded into MmJCR for some m (in fact we can take
m = dimCRCT ). Since by (A) and (F), CMmJ = CJ = CR
and JCR ⊆ H, we get that
MmJ ⊆MmJCMmJ =MmJCR ⊆MmH
and MmJCMmJ contains a nonzero idempotent e. By (B) there exists
a nonzero ideal K ofMmJ such that Ke ⊆MmJ. Observe that if K is the
ideal of Mm A generated by K, then since MmJ is an ideal of Mm A
and Mm A is a prime ring, 0 = K3 ⊆ K. Hence we can assume that K is
an ideal of Mm A. Obviously Ke is a left ideal of Mm A. Since Mm A
is a homomorphic image of MmA, by the assumption Kex1     xn
is Brown–McCoy radical, so it cannot be homomorphically mapped onto
a ring with unity. On the other hand, embedding T into MmT  in the
standard way we get that MmH = MmJX = MmJX. Since KX
is a nonzero ideal of MmJX and MmH is a simple ring, KX =
MmH. Hence KeX = MmHe. The map z → ez is a surjective
homomorphism of MmHe onto eMmHe, and eMmHe is a ring with
unity. Obviously KeX is a homomorphic image of the polynomial ring
Kex1     xn. Consequently Kex1     xn can be homomorphically
mapped onto a ring with unity, a contradiction.
Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.1 imply
Corollary 3.3. Given a ring R and a natural number n, the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) For every natural number k, the ringMkRx1     xn is Behrens
radical.
(ii) For each natural number k every left ideal of the polynominal ring
MkR x1     xn is Brown–McCoy radical.
(iii) For each natural number k and every left ideal L of MkR, the
ring Lx1     xn is Brown–McCoy radical.
Now we shall show that Theorem 3.2 and a result of [18] (which is an
easy consequence of [19, Theorem 1]) imply the result stated in the title of
this paper.
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It is clear that for arbitrary elements a b of a ring R, if abn = 0, then
ban+1 = 0. Applying this (and the dual) property, one easily gets that for
every ring R the sum W R of nil left ideals of R is equal to the sum of nil
right ideals of R. In particular, W R is a two-sided ideal of R.
Let s be the class of rings R such that for every nonzero homomorphic
image R′ of R, W R′ = 0. Obviously Koethe’s problem has a positive
solution if and only if every ring in s is nil and if and only if for every
ring R, W R coincides with the nil radical of R.
Proposition 3.4. If R ∈ s, then
(i) Rx is Brown–McCoy radical.
(ii) For every natural number k, MkR ∈ s.
(iii) For every left ideal L of R, L ∈ s.
Proof. (i) In [18] it was proved that if L is a nil left ideal of a ring A,
then LA#x is Brown–McCoy radical. Note that if S is the sum of all
ideals I of R such that Ix is Brown–McCoy radical, then Sx is also
Brown–McCoy radical. Hence applying the above quoted result to A =
R/S, we get that W R/S = 0. However R ∈ s, so S = R. Consequently
Rx is Brown–McCoy radical.
(ii) Clearly if T is a nil left ideal of a ring R, then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n
the set of all matrices in MnT  with zero entries outside the i′th column is
a nil left ideal of MnR. This easily implies that MnW A ⊆ W MnA.
Suppose that for an ideal I of MnR, W MnR/I = 0. Obviously I is a
semiprime ideal of MnR, so I = MnJ for an ideal J of R. Hence 0 =
W MnR/I  W MnR/J ⊇ MnW R/J, so W R/J = 0. However,
R ∈ s, so J = R and I =MnR. Consequently MnR ∈ Ns.
(iii) Suppose that for an ideal I of L, W L/I = 0. We have to
show that I = L. Let M be an ideal of R maximal with respect to M ∩
L ⊆ I. Without loss of generality we can assume that M = 0. Note that
if P is a nil right ideal of R, then PL is a nil right ideal of L. This
and the assumption W L/I = 0 imply that W RL ⊆ W L ⊆ I. Since
W R ∩ L2 ⊆ W RL ⊆ I and L/I is semiprime, W R ∩ L ⊆ I. This
and the assumption M = 0 imply that W R = 0. Consequently R = 0 and
I = L.
Applying Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.4, one gets
Corollary 3.5. For every R ∈ Ns, Rx is Behrens radical.
Every nil ring belongs to Ns, so Corollary 3.5 gives
Corollary 3.6. For every nil ring R, Rx cannot be homomorphically
mapped onto a ring containing a nonzero idempotent.
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One can ask whether to get the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 it would not
be enough to assume merely that for every left ideal L of A, the ring
Lx1     xn is Brown–McCoy radical. We shall show that this is not the
case. We start with
Lemma 3.7. If K is a nonzero right ideal of a right Ore domain A, then
EndKA is a domain.
Proof. Let f g ∈ EndKA and fg = 0. Suppose that g = 0. Clearly
gK is a nonzero right ideal of A. Since A is a right Ore domain, for
every 0 = x ∈ K, gK ∩ xA = 0. Take y ∈ A such that 0 = xy ∈ gK.
Then f xy = f xy ∈ f gK = 0. Since A is a domain and y = 0, we
obtain that f x = 0. Consequently f = 0.
Example 1. A simple domain T without unity such that for some nat-
ural number n, the ring MnT  contains a nonzero idempotent.
Let A be the second Weyl algebra over the ﬁeld Q of rational numbers,
i.e., A is the Q-algebra with generators x1 x2 y1 y2 and relations
xiyj − yjxi = δij and xixj − xjxi = 0 = yiyj − yjyi 1 ≤ i j ≤ 2
where δij is the Kronecker delta.
By [14, Theorem 3.5], A is a right Noetherian simple domain, and by [14,
Theorem 7.5.8], A is not right hereditary. Let K be a right ideal of A which
is not a projective right A-module and let B = EndKA. Note that the
map k → lk, where lk	 K → K is deﬁned by lkx = kx, embeds K into B
as a left ideal. Thus we can assume that K is a left ideal of B. Applying
Lemma 3.7, we get that B is a domain. It is not hard to check that since K is
a nonzero right ideal of a simple domain with unity, K is a simple ring, and
since K is a left ideal of B, T = KB is a simple ring. By [7, Theorem 7.5], B
is not a simple ring and K is a left ﬁnitely generated projective B-module.
Hence T is a proper ideal of B, and so T is a simple domain without unity.
Since K is a left ﬁnitely generated projective B-module, there exist a natural
number n and left B-submodules K′ and L of Bn such that Bn = K′ ⊕L and
K′ is isomorphic to K. Let e1     en be the canonical basis of Bn and let
fi	 Bn → B, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be the homomorphisms of left B-modules such that
eifj = δij , the Kronecker delta. Let π be the projection of Bn onto K′.
Suppose that eiπ =
∑n
j=1aijej for some aij ∈ B. For every 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
aij = eiπfj ∈ K′fj . Since K2 = K and the left B-modules K and K′
are isomorphic, KK′ = K′. Consequently K′fj = KK′fj ⊆ KK′fj ⊆
KB = T . This implies that the standard isomorphism of EndBBn and
MnB maps π onto a nonzero idempotent in MnT .
Example 2. A simple domain U such that for every left ideal L of U ,
Lx is Brown–McCoy radical but Ux is not Behrens radical.
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We follow the notation of Example 1. Let 1 be a central division
Q-algebra of dimension n2 (see [16, 18.5]) and let U = 1⊗QT . By [14,
Theorem 1.3.8], 1⊗QA is a right Noetherian simple domain. Hence,
applying Lemma 3.7, we get that E = End1⊗QK1⊗QA is a domain.
For arbitrary α ∈ 1 and f ∈ B, lα ⊗ f is an endomorphism of the right
1⊗QA-module 1⊗QK. This implies that there exists a homomorphism h
of 1⊗QB into E such that hα⊗ f  = lα ⊗ f . Since T is a simple Q-algebra
without unity, U is a simple Q-algebra without unity as well. Moreover,
hU = 0, so h restricted to U is a monomorphism. Consequently U is
a simple domain without unity. It is not hard to check that for every
nonzero left ideal L of U , L2 is a simple domain without unity. Hence
by [19, Theorem 1], Lx is Brown–McCoy radical. Let Qa be a split-
ting subﬁeld of 1. Then Qa ⊗Q 1  MnQa. Obviously Ux can be
homomorphically mapped onto
Qa ⊗Q U = Qa ⊗Q 1 ⊗Q T MnQa⊗QT 
From Example 1 it follows that MnQa⊗QT  contains a nonzero idem-
potent. Hence Ux is not Behrens radical.
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